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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the experimental characterization of discharges propagating over solid insulators immersed in mineral oil, under impulse voltages using a point-plane electrode arrangement. It's shown that the nature and the thickness of the solid insulator significantly influence the characteristics of creepage discharge and especially the final length $L_f$ and the density of branches $\rho$. For a given thickness, $L_f$ increases quasi-linearly with the voltage; it decreases when the thickness increases. So $\rho$ increases with the dielectric constant of the solid insulator; it also increases when the thickness is reduced. This indicates the important role of the capacitive effect in the propagation mechanism. The main discharge is followed by a secondary one of opposite sign to that of the main discharge.

Index Terms — Creepage discharge, propagation, interface phenomena, breakdown.

1 INTRODUCTION

The solid/liquid insulating structures are present in various high voltage applications and especially in high voltage oil filled apparatus such as power transformers and capacitors, circuit-breakers, cables. The use of such structures enables to increase the dielectric strength of the system. And as any insulation, these structures are exposed to different stresses and particularly to the discharge phenomena. The propagation of discharges at the solid/liquid interface or within the bulk of the solid or the liquid can lead to the failure of the system. Thus, the knowledge of the initiation conditions of these discharges and the parameters characterizing their propagation up to flashover is of a great interest for the dimensioning and optimization of high voltage apparatus. This enables indeed to know the initiation voltage of surface discharges and to choose the kind and dimensions of the constituents of insulating structure. Numerous studies have been devoted to the length and the shape of the creepage discharges [1-6]. Thus, it was reported that these discharges generally consist of radial ramified filamentary patterns resembling Lichtenberg figures.

This paper is aimed at the experimental characterization of discharges propagating at solid/liquid interfaces under impulse voltages using a point-plane electrode arrangement. We first describe the general aspect of the creepage discharge and the corresponding current depending on the polarity of the voltage.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The diagram of the experimental arrangement is given in Figure 1. It is similar to that we used in previous work [1]. The test cell containing the considered insulating structure (liquid/solid) and a point-plane electrode arrangement consists of a cylindrical core of 90 mm high and 110 mm inner diameter, and two flats and circular covers; the upper cover was of Plexiglas (transparent material) enabling to visualize the discharges and to support the sharp electrode; the lower one which constitutes also the electrode plane, was of brass. The point electrode was made of tungsten the radius tip of which is 10 μm. The cylindrical core of the test cell consists of two screwed parts: an upper part of 60 mm high made of Teflon and a bottom part issued from Plexiglas of 30 mm high. The contact between the point electrode and the solid samples is controlled by a CDD camera through the transparent part of the cylindrical core of the test cell. The solid insulating samples we inserted between the electrodes are discs of 100 mm diameter; their thickness varies between 2 and 30 mm. The solid insulating samples we tested are issued from different materials namely Phenoplast resin (known as bakelite), glass and polycarbonate. These samples are immersed in mineral oil (naphtenic type) which is filtered and degassed after each
flashover. The oil and solid samples are changed each time, we observe a flashover or traces on the solid surface. The tests are achieved under lightning impulse voltage (1.2/50 μs) supplied by a 200 kV Marx generator.

The optical observation of the discharges is based on the integrated images taken with the help of a CDD camera connected to a high performance video card. The CDD camera is a “SONY XC-HR58” type, high SVGA resolution (768x580 pixels) image capturing at a speed of 50 full frames/sec. It’s set to record 900 images before stopping. During the image grab, the impulse voltage is applied. And thanks to the CDD camera and the video card to which it’s connected, we get the image of the discharge in its maximum extension.

The currents associated to the discharges are measured through a 50 Ω non-inductive resistor connected in series with the test cell, and thanks to a high time resolution oscilloscope (Tektronix DSA 601A). The electrical charge is obtained by the integration of the current; this integration is automatically achieved by the oscilloscope.

3 DISCHARGES MORPHOLOGY

3.1 GENERAL SHAPE

Figures 2 and 3 show the influence of the polarity of the voltage on the shape of discharges propagating over an oil/bakelite interface. The discharges emanating from a negative point are radial with straight branches. The end of these branches and their ramifications constitutes a more or less circular contour, centered at the point.

Contrary to the negative discharges, the positive ones are characterized by ramified branches ended by very luminous points at their extremities. They do not present a radial shape as observed with the negative discharges.

Note that for a given solid sample, if the discharges leave traces on the surface of this insulator (Figure 4), some branches of the following discharges go alone these traces (Figure 5). For that purpose, the oil and solid samples are changed each time traces are observed.

3.2 FINAL LENGTH

The thickness and the nature of the solid insulating sample significantly influence the final length $L_f$ of discharges as shown in Figure 6. $L_f$ increases linearly with the applied voltage $U$ whatever the solid sample. And for a given voltage, $L_f$ is higher with Phenoplast resin and Glass samples than with Polycarbonate samples. Moreover, the thinner the solid sample, the longer $L_f$ is.
Figure 5. Photographs of negative creeping discharges over a surface of glass sample on which there were discharge traces: (a) 35 kV, (b) 40 kV and (c) 45 kV. The thickness of the solid sample is 5 mm.

On the other hand, the initiation threshold voltage of discharges, $U_s$, depends upon the type of solid samples; the measurement of $U_s$ is based on the detection of the first current pulse. $U_s$ is higher with polycarbonate ($\varepsilon_r=2.9$, $\varepsilon_r$ being the relative permittivity) than with Phenoplast resin ($\varepsilon_r=4.8$) and Glass ($\varepsilon_r=5$) which have a highest relative permittivity (Table 1). This is due to the electric field strength at the tip of the point electrode which is all the more important as the difference of the permittivity between the solid insulating sample and transformer oil ($\varepsilon_r=2.3$) is high. This can be verified thanks to a simple simulation with FLUX2D package which uses finite elements [7]. Figure 7 gives an example of such a simulation.

3.3 DENSITY OF BRANCHES

The density of branches also depends on the type of solid insulating and its thickness. Figure 8 shows photographs of creeping discharges propagating over Bakelite samples of various thicknesses, immersed in mineral oil, under negative impulse voltage. Note that these discharges are of the same final length ($L_f=45$ mm); they are obtained with different voltage. For each oil/solid insulating interface, the surface density of branches increases when the thickness of solid insulating is reduced and/or the dielectric constant of the solid insulator is increased, indicating the possible implication of capacitive effects in the discharge propagation mechanism.

Table 1. Threshold voltage of negative discharge inception.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Generation voltage $U_s$ (kV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bakelite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>11 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>12 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 mm</td>
<td>13 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6a. Final length $L_f$ of the creepage discharge propagating over the three investigated solid samples versus the crest value of the applied voltage for different thicknesses. The voltage is a negative lightning impulse voltage (1.2/50 µs).
In order to analyse the density of branches, we choose discharges of a given final length we called “standard length” \( L_s \) for all solid insulating samples. Thus, for each sample we increase gradually the voltage until we obtain a discharge of a final length equal to \( L_s \). Note that the voltage required to get a final length of discharges equal to a given \( L_s \) is higher for phenoplast resin than for glass and for polycarbonate, respectively.

To compute the radial density of branches, we conceived a specific software we described in details in a previous work [8]. This program produces concentric virtual circles of an ascending radius, centered at the reference point. The number of branches intersecting the circles is counted, and the radial density of branches \( \rho(r) \) is deduced. The total length \( L_T \) of all the branches constituting the discharge is also calculated. Thus we observe that, for each oil/solid insulating interface, \( \rho \) increases when the thickness of the solid insulating is reduced. On the other hand, the density of branches does not vary with the radius \( r \), and the mean radial density of branches is quasi-constant for each material and thickness. The results obtained with negative impulse voltages are summarized in Table 2. The main result is that \( \rho \) decreases when the thickness of solid sample increases.

**Table 2. Mean Radial density of branches of negative discharges.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness of insulation samples</th>
<th>Mean radial density of branches (number of branches/cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bakelite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 mm</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** Example of electric field distribution obtained using FLUX2D package for structures consisting of solid samples of bakelite and polycarbonate immersed in mineral oil, for a voltage \( U_{crest} = 10 \text{ kV} \) and a solid thickness \( e = 2 \text{ mm} \).

**4 CURRENT**

Figure 9 shows the current waveform accompanying the creeping discharge when the point is positive. This current consists of a continuous component on which are superimposed discrete pulses. The amplitude of these currents increases with the voltage. The current associated to the creeping discharge when the point is negative consists of discrete pulses of a very high frequency (Figures 10) at low voltages. When the voltage is increased, a continuous component appears. Such current shapes were observed in liquids alone [3].
The current waveforms examined on a large time scale show the existence of a weak secondary discharge occurring at approximately 100 μs after the extinction of the main discharge, for both polarities (Figures 11 and 12). The sign of the current associated to the secondary discharge is the opposite to that of the applied voltage; it is negative when U is positive and vice versa. This is likely due to the space charge deposited by the discharge when propagating over the solid insulating surface and the electric field it induced.

5 CHARGE

For the three considered solid materials, the measured total electrical charge $Q_m$ increases with the applied voltage (Figures 13-15). On the other hand, for the same applied voltage, $Q_m$ increases with the dielectric constant of the solid sample. Indeed, $Q_m$ is higher with Phenoplast resin and Glass samples than with Polycarbonate ones. As the final length and the branches density of discharges, $Q_m$ increases when the thickness of the solid insulating samples decreases.

To estimate the electrical charge associated to creeping discharges, Atten and Saker [2] proposed a model of a single streamer propagating over oil/glass interface using parallel wire-plane capacitor. They assumed that the streamer channel is at a constant potential $U$; the radius of the channel $r_c$ was also considered to be constant. According to these authors, the total charge $Q_s$ is given by

$$Q_s = g \frac{2 \pi e e_r}{\ln(2e/r_c)} U x_m$$

where $e$ is the thickness of the solid insulator; $x_m$ is the length of the streamer; $g$ is a constant reflecting the influence of the surrounding of the channel ($g \leq 1$).

Due to the radial structure of the negative creeping discharges, we can extend the above relationship (related to a single streamer) to the whole discharge since we can measure the total length $L_T$ of all of its branches (see section 3.3). Thus by taking $g=1$, the total charge of a negative creeping discharge will be

$$Q_T = \frac{2 \pi e e_r}{\ln(2e/r_c)} U L_T$$

where $e$ is the thickness of the solid insulator and $r_c$ is the radius of the channel; in our calculation, we set $r_c = 10 \mu m$ which is an average value of that reported in literature [2].

By plotting $Q_T$ for the three considered solid materials and two thicknesses and by taking the average value between the crest voltage and the voltage at the time $t_p$ corresponding to the current extinction (I=0), we observe a reasonable accordance between the simulated results and the experimental ones (Figures 13-15). In fact, the voltage is not constant and one has to take into account the real shape of the voltage. It appears however, from our experiment that the voltage drop doesn’t exceed 25% with respect to a crest value.

Therefore, by taking a voltage constant (i.e., the average voltage) in our simulation, we have a value of $Q_T$ with a maximum dubiousness of about 12.5% which we represented on the figures. Therefore, the extension of the model proposed for a single streamer branch [2] and its adaptation to the whole discharge works well.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work we showed that the smaller the thickness of the solid insulating sample, the more branched are the discharge structures. The radial density of branches $\rho(r)$ increases when the thickness of the insulator is reduced. On the other hand, the amplitude and shape of the measured currents remind those observed in large gaps of transformer oils. The current record in relative long time scale shows the occurrence of a secondary discharge of an opposite polarity to that of the applied voltage. This is likely due to the space charge deposited at the solid insulating surface when the discharge propagates, resulting in a modification of the electric field. The total charge of the creeping discharge calculated using a simplified model (parallel wire-plane capacitor) is in a good accordance with that measured experimentally.
Figure 9. Current waveform of creepage discharge propagating over a bakelite/oil interface under positive impulse voltage $U_{crest} = 22$ kV.

Figure 10. Current waveform of creepage discharge propagating over a bakelite/oil interface under negative impulse voltage $U_{crest} = -22$ kV.

Figure 11. Current record in large time scale of positive discharge, taken under positive lightning impulse voltage (1.2/50 μs) of 28 kV magnitude. The main positive discharge is followed by a secondary negative one.

Figure 12. Current record in large time scale of negative discharge under negative lightning impulse voltage (1.2/50 μs) of -28 kV magnitude. The main negative discharge is followed by a secondary positive one.

Figure 13. Total charge versus the applied voltage, obtained with Phenoplast resin samples of 5 and 20 mm thicknesses under negative polarity. $Q_m$: experimental values and $Q_T$: calculated values using equation (2).

Figure 14. Total charge versus the applied voltage, obtained with Glass samples of 5 and 20 mm thicknesses under negative polarity. $Q_m$: experimental values and $Q_T$: calculated values using equation (2).

Figure 15. Total charge versus the applied voltage, obtained with Polycarbonate samples of 5 and 20 mm thicknesses under negative polarity. $Q_m$: experimental values and $Q_T$: calculated values using equation (2).
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